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E Q U I T I E S

One common story making the rounds about stock market performance in 2015 is that it was very “narrow.” In particular that it was driven
by the “FANG” stocks (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google). This is sometimes mentioned simply as an interesting observation. But
other times in exasperation. As in, “How can active management work in such a ‘narrow’ environment?”  As in, “Sure, the capitalization
weighted indices were flattish but it was so ‘narrow’ that the average stock was down and therefore most people didn’t do so well.”

I could (and do) take issue with the theory behind these statements. For instance, sorry, the cap-weighted indices are what really matter.
They are what we all own when you add us all up. Big stocks matter more because they represent more of our collective wealth. But
theoretical dispute won’t be the thrust of this post. Rather this post is even simpler. It is true that a few stocks bailed out the cap-weighted
index last year. But it’s also true in most years. It’s always directionally true, that’s just math, and in 2015 it was true by just about the
average amount.

This won’t be an exhaustive study. I will only look at the S&P 500, and only look at the impact of individual stocks not, for instance,
industries (it might indeed be abnormal for four stocks like the FANGs that are from arguably the same broadly defined industry, the
internet, to matter so much). I’ve only done it back to 1995. There’s room to explore this all further in other dimensions. But, considering
the hype I think it’s surprising how not surprising 2015 was.

Here’s the exercise.  Imagine every year since 1995 you looked at each stock in the S&P 500 and determined which had the biggest impact
on the calendar year’s index return (so both starting market cap and annual return compared to the universe matter). If you removed the N
stocks with the biggest positive impact on the S&P 500 each year (and re-weighted the index over the remaining 500 minus N stocks) of
course you always get a lower return. For instance, if in 2015 you removed the five stocks with the biggest positive impact, the S&P 500
would have performed 2.8% worse. If you removed the 10 stocks with the biggest positive impact, it would’ve been 3.7% worse. Removing
20 stocks it would’ve been a whopping 5.0% worse (notice of course the impact of removing more stocks gets smaller per stock as, by
definition, we’re removing those with the biggest impact first).

Of course, and you probably know what’s coming, those figures make 2015 staggeringly normal. The following table shows the impact in
2015 of removing the N biggest contributing stocks, the average impact of doing this same exercise each year over the 1995-2014 period,
and, just because we are geeks, the “standard deviation event” of the 2015 result (the impact in 2015 minus the average impact over
1995-2014 divided by the volatility of the annual impacts).
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Sources: AQR, S&P 500. Broad-based securities indices are unmanaged and are not subject to fees and expenses typically associated
with managed accounts or investment funds. Investments cannot be made directly in an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of
future performance.

The impact in 2015 of removing the Top 5 stocks was only slightly above average. The impact of removing anywhere between the Top 6
and the Top 20 biggest contributors was average to very slightly below average. If you want to restate it in terms of ranks it gets a tad more
impressive (since the distribution is somewhat right-skewed, being bounded on the left, the median impact is below the mean impact). If we
remove the Top 5 then 2015 saw the 14th biggest impact out of 21 years (so the very high end of the middle third). That’s about as
extreme as you can get it (i.e., using ranks and removing precisely four or five stocks) and still nobody writes breathless stories about how
“only 1/3 of the years see such a large effect!” The impact of removing the Top 10 in 2015 was dead on median, ranking the year 11th out
of 21. If this is a news story so is the fact that I’m 5’ 9½” (5’ 10” in thick socks).

If you’re curious, the FANGs were indeed all in the Top 10 (though not all in the Top 5 — Microsoft and GE were biggies). If you really want
to look at an abnormal year then try 1999. That was the year the index would've been most harmed if you removed its Top 5 and Top 10
contributors (by 6.7% and 11.0%, respectively). The tech bubble, unlike 2015, really was an outlier.

The bottom line is to be wary of anecdotes even when (maybe especially when) they’re repeated again and again as conventional wisdom.
In this case, some pundits actually scored a rare double bogey. They got the reasoning behind the anecdote wrong. Again, while not my
focus here, it’s still the cap weighted indices that count and not the number of stocks that go up versus down. But, in this case, they even
seemed to have gotten the anecdote itself wrong! Two wrongs here definitely don’t make a right, and since Boeing unfortunately didn’t
make the Top 20 in 2015, two wrongs don’t even make an airplane.

[ 1 ] A more precise description of the methodology:  For each day within a given year, I first computed the (approximate) total return of the
S&P 500 using constituent weights and constituent total returns. On any day where I am missing the total return for any index constituent, I
re-weight returns among those constituents for which I have returns. As a result, these “bottom up” historical total returns will differ (very)
slightly from the official returns reported by S&P due to small imperfections matching backfilled index weights to returns. Then, on each
day, I compute the impact on return from removing each stock in the index and re-weighting among the remaining constituents. Finally, I
add up these daily impacts by individual constituent over the entire year, and rank them in decreasing order of impact. I then re-compute
the index during the year removing the N stocks with the highest return impacts.
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This document is not intended to, and does not relate specifically to any investment strategy or product that AQR offers. It is being provided merely to provide a framework to assist
in the implementation of an investor’s own analysis and an investor’s own view on the topic discussed herein.
This document has been provided to you solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer or any advice or recommendation to purchase
any securities or other financial instruments and may not be construed as such. The factual information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the
author and AQR Capital Management, LLC (“AQR”) to be reliable but it is not necessarily all-inclusive and is not guaranteed as to its accuracy and is not to be regarded as a
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness, nor should the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision.
This document is not to be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. The information set forth herein has been provided to you as secondary information and should not be
the primary source for any investment or allocation decision. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing
investment losses. 

This material is not research and should not be treated as research. This paper does not represent valuation judgments with respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security or
sector that may be described or referenced herein and does not represent a formal or official view of AQR. The views expressed reflect the current views as of the date hereof
and neither the author nor AQR undertakes to advise you of any changes in the views expressed herein. 

The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Charts and graphs provided
herein are for illustrative purposes only. The information in this presentation has been developed internally and/or obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, neither
AQR nor the author guarantees the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to
be relied on in making an investment or other decision. There can be no assurance that an investment strategy will be successful. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of
actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment which may differ materially, and should not be relied upon as such. Diversification does not
eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.

The information in this paper may contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets, forecasts or expectations regarding the strategies
described herein, and is only current as of the date indicated. There is no assurance that such events or targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown
here. The information in this document, including statements concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded
by subsequent market events or for other reasons. 
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